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Exoplanets
Astronomers estimate that there are hundreds of billions of planets in the Milky Way Galaxy. Those planets orbiting 

stars other than our own are called exoplanets, and some may have the capacity to host life. In March 2022, the 
number of confirmed exoplanet discoveries surpassed 5000. 



Exoplanet Detection
Exoplanets are detected using several different methods. Doppler measurements, transit observations, microlensing, 
astrometry, and direct imaging are the five major methods, with transit observations being by far the most lucrative 

and popular. The majority of the thousands of confirmed exoplanets discovered with transit observations were found 
by NASA’s Kepler Space Telescope, which was in operation from 2009 to 2018. 



Transit Observations
Transit observations are the most successful method of exoplanet detection. Telescope point an instrument called a 
photometer at a star to observe the light it emits, and planets are found by the periodic dips in the stars brightness 

that they cause when their orbit crosses the star from the angle the telescope can see. While this is quantitatively the 
best method overall, it has limitations. Transit observations do a relatively poor job of detecting smaller, earth-sized 

planets.

https://arxiv.org/abs/1505.0686
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✘ The equation below represents the 
probability that a given planet can be 
detected by transit as a function of the 
planetary orbit, and the planetary and 
stellar radii.

✘ Omega is the angle of the planet’s 
orbit, and e is the orbital eccentricity. 



Radial Velocity
Before the rise of transit observations in the late 2000s, Radial Velocity was the most widely employed methodology 
by astronomers, where the small wobble in a star caused by an exoplanet’s gravity is detected and catalogued. This 

wobble is detected by finding doppler shifts in the light from the star that a satellite detects. Radial Velocity has 
unique advantages and disadvantages: it can’t detect planets further away, but it can detect planets of smaller mass. 



Research Question
What percentage of exoplanets are habitable?

Hypo thes is
5-10% of discovered exoplanets will be likely candidates for 
habitability.



Stellar Properties

Stellar Properties: Habitability Ranges
✘ Type of stars: 

K-type or G-type main sequence star

✘ Distance of the planet from the star:

0.95-1.67 AU (Habitable Zone)

✘ Effective star surface Temperature:

2,500-6,000K

✘ Stability of star
✘ Stellar radius
✘ # of Stars: 1 (no binary systems)
✘ Stellar surface gravity



Planetary Properties

✘ Magnetosphere 
✘ Not tidally locked with star
✘ Tidally locked moon(s)
✘ Strength of magnetosphere relative to type and size of star
✘ Rotation speed of the planet: not too fast or too slow
✘ Orbital days
✘ Planet radius: between .75 and 3 earth radii

Temperature and Climate

✘ Orbital eccentricity below 0.1 for stable climate
✘ Must support liquid water
✘ Strong magnetic field
✘ Strong gravitational field (minimum of 2.7% the mass of earth 

to retain atmosphere)
✘ Must be in circumstellar habitable zone



The Data



Artificial Intelligence Methodology

Metho do lo gy for AI Learning Proces s :

1. Preprocess/filter data 
2. Removing absent/irrelevant data
3. Look for correlations and perform data 

analysis
4. Prepare data for the machine learning 

model
5. Define/program model
6. Train the model
7. Assess the model
8. Refine the model

✘ We created  an Artificial Intelligence forecas ting model that analyzes the parameters of exoplanets and rates them 
relative to the ideal habitability  conditions for life to exist. We inputted exoplanet data into our model to calculate the likelihood 
of each planet to host life. 



Artificial Intelligence Methodology

We  built the artificial 
intelligence model by importing 
open source machine learning 
libraries and constructing the 
model in the python 
programming language. The 
model is developed using the 8 
standard steps of machine 
learning.

Machine Learning Flowchart



Pre-Processing

Data Pre-Pro ces s ing
✘ We started by gathering confirmed 

exoplanet data from NASA and PHL.
✘ Astronomical data tends to contain lots of 

missing values, which is bad for the 
machine learning algorithm.

✘ To use the data, we have to clear out the 
null values and fill the table with usable 
data.

✘ We decided to remove all of the columns 
where over 40% of the data was missing, 
as it would not be easy to calculate values 
for the machine learning model.

✘ For the remaining null values, we 
calculated them using a mathematical 
system that generates the values based 
on the values of every other planet and 
every other cell in the dataset.

Before: Lots of missing data, hard to use

After: 
Less missing 
data, easier 
to use



Finding Preliminary Correlations
To start our research, we 
looked into some of the 
correlations between the 
various parameters of 
planets and stars.

Average Stellar Mass for the host 
star of a habitable exoplanet: 0.4978 
solar masses
Average effective surface 
temperature of the host star of a 
habitable exoplanet: 3979.8 K

Stellar Metallicity: We 
found that stars with 
habitable planets tend 
to have a much higher 
amount of metal, 
compared to stars that 
do not.



The Goal of The Model

What It Does

✘ In our model construction, we trained a machine learning 
algorithm to identify whether or not a given exoplanet is 
habitable by giving it a database with exoplanet features, 
where exoplanets were already labeled habitable or not-
habitable.

✘ The machine learning model analyzed various features of 
the stellar systems and their exoplanets to determine 
whether or not a given planet is habitable.

✘ The model calculated how the features of a stellar 
system and the planets within it relate to whether or not 
the system contains any habitable planets.



Model Performance Assessment

Training The Correct Model

✘ We will train multiple different algorithms 
and measure the accuracy of the various 
algorithms, and use the algorithm with the 
highest F1 score (a combination of precision 
and recall) to predict the habitability of 
exoplanets.

✘ We trained 9 different models and measured 
the accuracy, precision, recall, and F1 scores 
of all of the models.

✘ XGBoost had the highest F1 score, showing 
that it was the most balanced model overall.



Model Performance Assessment

XGBoo s t Performance Ass es s ment

✘ We chose to use the XGBoost machine learning 
algorithm to process our data.

✘ We trained the algorithm using our training 
dataset, and then tested its accuracy, generating 
this confusion matrix.

✘ We can see that the model was very accurate at 
identifying the non-habitable planets, correctly 
identifying all of them. It also correctly identified 
some habitable planets, but had a few false 
positives.



Model Results

Mos t Important Features  for Planet Habitability
✘ The most important features of a habitable planet were: 

✗ The planet’s insolation flux
✗ The planet’s effective temperature
✗ The ratio between the radius of the star and the apogee of the 

planet’s orbit.
✗ The radius of the planet.

Analyzing Features
✘ Some of the models we trained created built a list of parameters corresponding 

to which features are most important to detect the habitability of a planet.
✘ By looking at the features which were determined to be most important to 

making a planet habitable, we gained valuable insights into the nature of 
habitable star systems, their basic design, and the critical elements of them.



Conclusions 

Habitable Planets
✘ Out of 5,063 confirmed exoplanets, our 

model predicted that 135 of them are 
habitable.

Hypo thes is  Rejectio n
✘ We predicted that 5-10% of all exoplanets would be labeled habitable.
✘ We discovered that 2.67% of all catalogued exoplanets are predicted habitable.
✘ While K and G-type stars are most likely to host life, a variety of other factors also play a role in 

whether or not a planet can host life, which narrows down the possibility of life significantly.

Planet Parameters
✘ The size of the star is the most critical 

factor in determining whether or not the 
planets around it will be habitable.

✘ The radius and the orbital period of the 
planet also play a major role.



Conclusions 

Farthes t Exoplanet from Earth Labeled 
Habitable by our Model
✘ Kepler 1638b
✘ Distance from Earth: 1525.52 parsecs

Neares t Exoplanet to Earth Labeled 
Habitable by our Model
✘ Proxima Centauri b
✘ Distance from Earth: 1.301 parsecs



Application in Exoplanetology

✘ The study of exoplanetology is a field that will continue to grow in the 
coming years. It is a subfield of astronomy that deals with the 
techniques of discovering extrasolar planets and  the analysis of the 
dynamic processes of exoplanets, planetary systems, and the 
properties of a planet’s host star. 

✘ Exoplanetology an interdisciplinary field that integrates the studying 
of astrobiology, astrophysics, astronomy, astrochemistry, 
astrogeology, geochemistry, planetary science, and exoplanet 
statistics.

✘ Our research is in the subfield of exoplanet statistics, which draws 
astronomical conclusions from the analysis of exoplanet databases. 

✘ Astrobiology, another distinct subset of exoplanetology, searches for 
possible life on other planets and in other solar systems while also 
investigating how early life forms. Our research provides this field 
with an estimate of how common habitability is in our galaxy. 

Map of confirmed exoplanet locations in 
the Milky Way.



The Future of Exoplanet Detection

✘ The James Webb Space Telescope is an 
infrared space telescope that will also use 
transit observations to discover new 
exoplanets further from earth than ever 
have been found before. 

✘ Using spectroscopy, JWST will be able to 
identify what elements are present in an 
exoplanet’s atmosphere. As this new data 
becomes available, exoplanet statistics in 
the context of habitability will have the 
capacity to become much more precise as 
models such as ours will have more 
parameters to use in calculations. 



Image Citations
● https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4F7sdy2rZws
● https://exoplanetarchive.ipac.caltech.edu/cgi-bin/TblView/nph-tblView?app=ExoTbls&config=PS
● https://exoplanets.nasa.gov/what-is-an-exoplanet/overview/
● https://exoplanets.nasa.gov/
● https://earthsky.org/space/goldilocks-stars-g-k-dwarfs-best-for-alien-life/
● https://phl.upr.edu/
● https://www.ipac.caltech.edu/project/exoplanet-archive
● https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Circumstellar_habitable_zone
● https://exoplanets.nasa.gov/search-for-life/habitable-zone/
● https://www.universetoday.com/24299/types-of-stars/
● https://www.researchgate.net/figure/Relationship-of-Stellar-Properties-to-the-Habitable-Zone-and-Kepler-Search-Space-

Each_fig1_23896524
● https://www.bostonglobe.com/metro/2016/07/20/mit-scientists-say-planets-orbiting-dwarf-star-have-atmospheres-

that-may-support-life/cxg3vcQZupT5ImAD16Pj4J/story.html
● https://www.bbc.com/news/science-environment-27941557
● https://www.nasa.gov/mission_pages/sunearth/news/storms-on-sun.html
● https://chem.libretexts.org/Bookshelves/General_Chemistry/Book%3A_General_Chemistry%3A_Principles_Patterns_and_App

lications_(Averill)/01%3A_Introduction_to_Chemistry/1.09%3A_Essential_Elements_for_Life
● https://www.geeksforgeeks.org/flowchart-for-basic-machine-learning-models/
● https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=aiFD_LBx2nM
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